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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Energy use in buildings is responsible for more than 30% of global CO2 emissions and has a significant role to play in climate 
change mitigation, given the large potential savings in both new and existing buildings. A study completed by the Central 
European University commissioned by the Global Buildings Performance Network (GBPN) has demonstrated how far a 
transformative change of the building sector can bring us in terms of emissions reductions. In order to achieve this “deep” 
scenario, today’s best practice/state of the art buildings must become the standard in less than ten years from now. For new 
buildings this means that all buildings should develop towards net zero energy or very low energy standards. 
 
For new buildings building mandatory energy efficiency codes are a central element in achieving these savings. Such codes 
need to be dynamic and ambitious and they need to be supported by a policy package with long-term targets of achieving zero 
or positive energy for all new construction. The GBPN aims to support the development of dynamic and ambitious building 
energy efficiency codes by identifying elements that are critical in the development of best practice building energy efficiency 
codes. 
 
One of the main outcomes of the project has been the development of criteria for identifying best practice elements of 
dynamic and ambitious building codes and policy packages. These criteria were developed with the support of sixty-four 
global building code experts from the different regions and large international organisations. Twenty-five best practice 
building energy efficiency codes from the four GBPN regions and the rest of the world were scored based on these criteria. The 
results were used to form an interactive comparative tool that facilitates the analysis and comparison of best practice energy 
efficiency codes and supporting measures. 
 
During the process of developing an interactive tool for assessing and comparing these twenty-five best practice building 
codes, a set of themes were identified as necessary for defining best practices in dynamic building codes that have the 
potential to move the building stock towards zero energy. These themes included a holistic approach, a dynamic approach, 
good enforcement, individual elements of performance and over all performance.  
 
For each of the themes, three criteria were developed to assess different aspects of each theme. This resulted in fifteen 
criteria, which formed the central point of the assessment. Sub questions were developed for each criterion in order to assess 
how well the different criteria were addressed in the individual codes. Each sub question was then assessed and scored. Each 
criterion could be awarded a max of ten points.   
 
Some of the sub questions address the same elements in different ways and it is not the aim that these criteria together form a 
total assessment of the best building code and complementing policy packages. In contrary it is the aim to show how each 
code can learn from best practices in other codes and to show that there can be different solutions to each of the elements in 
codes depending on the local conditions and the legal framework.  
 
A committee of GBPN experts and an external consultant were involved in the scoring of the individual criteria in the 
assessment. Codes were scored by theme with one theme scored at a time across multiple codes. All points in each code were 
scored and reviewed in combination. Once all of the codes were scored a second round of committee meetings were initiated 
to ensure the consistency of scoring. Finally a workshop looked across all quality elements of the scoring by multiple code and 
criteria comparison. The network of GBPN and external experts were consulted in the scoring process. Information was 
collected from experts in each of the twenty-five jurisdictions at several parts of the process and when there was doubt further 
information and assessment were collected. This ensured the consistency in the scoring of each theme and the objectively 
validating the scores awarded.  

A special tool was developed for the comparison of the multi criteria comparison of codes. This tool allows for comparison of 
individual or a random selection of criteria. The scores awarded to each code are illustrated on the GBPN website in the Policy 
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Comparative Tool and can be reviewed by all users. This allows for an open feed back on selection of codes and the scoring of 
all the individual criteria or the sub questions. Users of website are encouraged to “play” with the tool, selecting and 
deselecting criteria/elements that are of interest to them, comparing the twenty-five codes selected by GBPN based on those 
criteria. The aim of the tool is to learn from scoring in different disciplines rather than determining who scores best overall. 

The comparative tool aims to promote examples of dynamic and ambitious building energy efficiency regimes for new 
buildings with a particular focus on building energy efficiency codes. Twenty-five energy efficiency codes from across the 
GBPN regions (China, Europe, India and US) and some examples on codes from jurisdictions outside of the GBPN regions were 
selected to support this aim. Each code was selected based on their demonstration of elements of best practice as these were 
set in the fifteen criteria. They were also selected in order to highlight regional differences in best practices relative to climate 
so that all jurisdictions globally could learn from these codes and policy packages.  

Codes were selected following a literature review of current best practice energy efficiency codes from within the regions and 
information from other databases. The GBPN regional hubs, IMT (US), BPIE (Europe) and partners, Shakti (India), and CSEP 
(China) provided considerable support in the selection of codes by reviewing the codes selected following the literature review 
and suggesting additional examples of progressive and dynamic codes from their respective regions. All the selected codes are 
among the best in their region and in their level of development. To be selected among the twenty-five was hence already a 
large achievement in itself.  

The wide geographical spread of the codes included necessitated that climatic conditions were taken into consideration. A 
simplified climate model was developed based on heating and cooling requirements. Given the complex nature of comparing 
codes in relation to climate, the climate methodology is still underdevelopment and will be discussed further in the Positive 
Energy Buildings Laboratory section of the GBPN website. The comparison of the overall energy performance of these energy 
efficiency codes will also be discussed there as only very few codes included such values.  

All of the data included in this tool will be available as open linked data on the GBPN website and experts will be encouraged 
to continue to collaborate on this project on an on-going basis. This way the launch of the tool will not be the end but the 
start of a collaborative learning process. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Energy use in buildings is responsible for more than 30 % of CO2 emission and has a significant role to play in climate change 
mitigation. This can be achieved through a number of strategies with energy efficiency playing a leading role in providing a 
low cost solution (Ürge-Vorsatz et al., 2012). A study completed by the Central European University commissioned by the 
Global Buildings Performance Network (GBPN) has demonstrated how far a transformative change of the building sector can 
bring us in terms of emissions reductions if building energy efficiency levels are significantly increased (Ürge-Vorsatz et al., 
2012). In order to achieve this “deep” scenario, today’s best practice/state of the art buildings must become the standard in 
less than ten years from now. For new buildings this means that all buildings should develop towards net zero energy or very 
low energy standards.  

Energy efficiency policies and supporting programmes play an essential role in ensuring improvements in efficiency (Geller et 
al., 2005). By setting minimum requirements for the energy-efficient design and construction/renovation of new and existing 
buildings, energy codes and policies can ensure reduced energy consumption for the life of the building (Cochrane & Dunn, 
2010). Building Energy Efficiency Codes (BEEC) that consider the life cycle of a building and that aim to overcome the many 
barriers to implementation are key instruments for green house gas (GHG) mitigation in the buildings sector. Energy efficiency 
requirements in building codes or energy standards for new buildings are therefore the single most important measures for 
ensuring the energy efficiency of new buildings. This is in particular the case in times of high construction activity or in 
countries with high economic development (Laustsen, 2008). 

Despite the existence of a vast number of policies worldwide, the results of these policies in terms of reduced energy 
consumption in buildings are still below target1. It has been suggested that in order to achieve greater results, energy 
efficiency policy-making must be more dynamic in terms of a continuous closed-loop process that involves and balances 
“policy design, implementation and evaluation” (Morvaj, Z., & Bukarica, V., 2010). A report by Lawrence Berkley National 
Laboratory commissioned by GBPN indicates that an upscale of current practices is not enough to bring us to the “deep” 
scenario and that there is a need to increase actions significantly. It is suggested that the key to altering current trends is to 
prescribe mandatory, dynamic and ambitious building codes and supporting policy packages that are incorporated into long-
term strategies. It is clear from the report that such requirements are essential in ensuring the support of the market in 
implementing best practices in energy efficient buildings and in driving the research and development of new and cheaper 
solutions for energy efficiency.!

The GBPN aims to support the development of dynamic and ambitious building energy efficiency codes by identifying 
elements that are critical in the development of best practice building energy efficiency codes using specially developed 
criteria. It is also the aim of the GBPN to analyse the overall framework of the code and the related policies in order to support 
jurisdictions to further develop such codes and so that the full potential of energy savings can be realised.  

 

 

 

                                                             
 
1 The emissions gap estimated by the UNFCC in 2020 for a “likely” chance of being on track to stay below the 2°C target is 8 to 13 GtCO2e (depending on how emission 
reduction pledges are implemented). This assessment shows that if countries fully implement their pledges, emissions levels will be reduced to below business as usual levels 
in 2020 but will not reach the 2°C target agreed upon (UNEP, 2012). 
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METHODOLOGY 

Overview 

The GBPN has chosen to work towards the implementation of the “deep” scenario, whereby today’s state of the art energy 
efficient buildings become the norm in less than ten years from now.  For new buildings this means that all buildings should 
develop towards net zero energy. The GBPN works to develop regional or locally adapted roadmaps that set out clear 
guidelines in order to move the building stock, both new and existing buildings, towards zero energy. For new buildings a key 
to realising this scenario are mandatory, dynamic and ambitious building codes that are integrated in to a policy package with 
long-term targets of achieving zero or positive energy for all new construction. Such codes are essential in ensuring a 
transformative change of the construction market for new buildings.  

Based on this strategy, in 2012 the GBPN developed a project that sought to identify key themes and elements that support 
the development of policy packages that drive the building stock towards zero fossil fuel use. The project also aimed to look at 
building energy efficiency codes, as well as the overall policy framework necessary to support such a development. It therefore 
seeks to analyse policies in order to support the development of codes that ensure that the full potential of energy savings can 
be realised.  

One of the main outcomes of the project has been the development of criteria for identifying best practice elements of 
dynamic and ambitious building codes and policy packages. The criteria were developed with the support of sixty-four global 
building code experts from the different regions and large international organisations, and were refined through multiple 
iterations. Twenty-five best practice building energy efficiency codes were scored based on these criteria and used to form the 
basis of an interactive comparative tool that facilitates the analysis and comparison of best practice energy efficiency codes 
and supporting measures. The tool aims to analyse the content and structure of state of the art building codes in order to 
highlight best practice elements of codes so that these elements can be combined to further strengthen today’s “state of the 
art” and encourage the adoption and implementation of “best practice” codes in the future. 

The interactive tool can be accessed on the GBPN website and encourages user participation by comparing and analysing the 
different criteria. The results displayed in the tool are open source and are free to access by any interested party.  

 

Key Themes, Criteria and Sub-Questions  

In order to support the development of roadmaps for positive energy buildings the GBPN, with the support of international 
experts, began to identify key themes common to “best practice” of dynamic and ambitious building energy efficiency codes 
and supporting programmes. A consensus process was used to develop supporting criteria and sub-questions that could be 
used as a tool to determine whether a code contained best practice elements. !

Five Key Themes 

As the project sought to identify building codes and policy packages that help transform the whole building stock towards 
energy positive buildings, the main focus of the research was on dynamic, ambitious building energy efficiency policies that 
could support that end.  

The developed criteria were divided into five key themes that form the basis of dynamic and ambitious building codes aimed 
at reducing the consumption of new buildings to zero or close to zero energy.  When buildings are developed towards zero or 
plus energy a holistic or systematic approach to the design and construction process is of critical importance. While the initial 
steps towards zero energy can be taken by improving individual parts of buildings it will not be possible to design a zero 
energy building by addressing individual components in isolation. It must be based on the overall performance of the building 
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and the perfect balance between the individual elements. The first element of the systematic approach would hence be to 
develop towards more holistic thinking and to set the standards at a higher level taking the total energy consumption of the 
building into consideration. The first of the five themes hence had to be “A Holistic Approach to Buildings”. 

It was also clear from the research that the shift to zero energy could not take place in one single step. Such an approach 
would lead to bottlenecks and excessive costs. It was therefore clear that if zero energy targets were to be met a dynamic 
approach needed to be adopted. A dynamic approach should be based on several phases of improvement of energy 
requirements. A policy roadmap should be based on realistic targets that facilitate the gradual development of strengthened 
codes until all new buildings are covered by the code and expected to reach zero energy. The second of the five themes is 
therefore based on the dynamic process and future zero energy targets.   

Even the best building codes are worth very little if they are not implemented to a high standard and properly enforced. 
Although such regimes often are established outside the remit of the code, they are key to achieving the actual savings. 
Compliance regimes can comprise of a number of different elements including inspection regimes, penalties or information 
and demonstration. It is rare that such systems are included in the codes themselves and often the bodies responsible for 
enforcement of the code are different from those that develop the code. It is also clear that codes alone do not make the big 
impact and the additional legislation or policies are crucial to ensuring high compliance rates. In light of the importance of 
compliance, proper implementation and supporting policies form the basis the third theme. 

Many codes come from a more prescriptive basis and develop to performance-based codes over time as the requirements 
become more sophisticated. It was found that three major elements form the basis of overall performance, including; the 
buildings itself, how technical systems work and how well renewable energy is included both in passive terms and in active 
systems. As part of the assessment of the existing codes it is necessary to look at how well these three elements are treated 
and how they fold together. The fourth theme is therefore focusing on the different elements of these buildings codes. 

The final theme looks at the already achieved level of energy efficiency. A code is only likely to achieve a high level of overall 
performance if it has already developed significantly in the right direction. It is therefore important to look at that actual level 
of these codes.  Have these jurisdictions already started to do the walking or is it still mainly talking.  Although it was expected 
to be difficult there was no way around looking at the overall energy performance. 

Fifteen Criteria 

With the five key themes identified as forming the basis of a “best practice” energy efficiency code, the GBPN began to develop 
a more detailed set of criteria to facilitate the rigorous assessment of codes and the supporting policies to determine whether 
they are indeed examples of “best practice”. The methodology used to develop the criteria included a detailed desktop study of 
current literature in the field of building energy efficiency policy as well as a peer review process. Sixty-four building energy 
efficiency policy experts from academia, the private sector, national experts from different regions and international 
organisations, including the International Energy Agency (IEA), United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) and World 
Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) participated in the review of the criteria as well as the key themes. 
This collaborative and open process ensured the transparency and robustness of the criteria developed. 

As part of the desktop study, major research reports and academic papers on building energy efficiency policy from around the 
world were reviewed in order to gather information on current best practices and the assessment of best practice. In light of 
the outcomes of the desktop study, a tentative framework for the assessment of best practice energy efficiency codes was 
developed. A number of assessment criteria formed the basis of this framework. 

An iterative process of feedback and refinement was followed whereby the criteria were re-issued to the experts following 
each round of review. Consensus or general support was eventually reached on fifteen criteria that now form the basis of the 
assessment of the individual key themes. The best practice criteria are defined in the table below: 
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Table 1. – Best Practice Themes & Related Criteria 

Theme 1:  
A Holistic 
Approach to 
Buildings: 
 

Theme: 2  
A Dynamic 
Process 

Theme 3:  
Proper 
Implementation 

Theme 4: 
Technical 
Requirements 

Theme 5:  
Overall Performance 

1. Performance 
based approach 

4. Zero Energy 
Target 

7. Good 
Enforcement 

 

10. Building 
shell 

 

13. Overall 
performance/on-site 

2. Performance to 
include all energy 
types or uses? 

5. Revision 
Cycles 
 

8. Certification 11. Technical 
Systems 

 

14. Overall 
performance/primary 
energy  

 
3. Energy 
efficiency and 
renewable energy 

 

6. Levels 
beyond 
minimum 

9. Policy Packages 
 

12. Renewable 
Energy Systems 

 

15. Overall 
performance/GHG 
emissions  

 
 

As can be seen from the table above, each theme comprises of three criteria. Some of the criteria for the assessment of 
dynamic building codes for energy efficiency do not form part of the code itself but are part of a larger framework or a package 
of supporting initiatives. This framework is essential in ensuring the full impact of the codes. More detailed information on the 
criteria and how they support the assessment of each of the themes is outlined below.  

The criteria under the first theme “Holistic Approach” are designed to assess the total performance of the building code with 
respect to end use, primary energy and GHG emissions. The criteria assess whether a performance-based approach has been 
adopted, if integrated bio-climatic designs are the basis of the code and also how much of the energy-use is included in the 
performance calculation. It also considers how renewable energy is taken into account in the overall performance. 

An assessment of the dynamic nature of the code is carried out under theme two. The criteria under this theme seek to identify 
whether the code is frequently revised to include more ambitious energy efficiency targets such as zero energy targets and 
whether stakeholders are involved in this process from the start. There is also a focus on historic development, future 
aspirational levels and at long-term targets. For example, does the code include elements that encourage the construction of 
buildings beyond the minimum standard? This can include labelling or certification systems that incorporate well-defined 
classes that exceed the minimum standard for energy efficiency. 

Following a review of the performance based approach and the dynamic nature of the code, theme three assesses the strength 
of the framework supporting the code. The criteria here focus specifically on assessing the stringency of implementation 
systems, the existence of mandatory certification and the use of policies to support codes and their future development.  The 
criteria checks if systems ensure compliance through third party inspection or at a local authority level and assess how robust 
these systems are and how strongly they are enforced. These criteria also assess certification systems that support energy 
efficiency in the building codes. 

The criteria under theme four assess all requirements for technical elements of the building code including individual building 
parts, technical systems and renewable energy. Demands for energy performance of the different parts can either be set 
prescriptively as a set of individual values or as part of performance value, which ensures a high level of performance for each 
of these elements. Codes with passive requirements, over all energy demands and over all performance can be an alternative 
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way of fulfilling these prescriptive demands if they are set successively harder and ensure similar requirements for each part.  
These factors are considered under the criteria.  

The criteria used under the fifth and final theme assess the total performance of the building code taking end use, primary 
energy and GHG emissions into consideration. The assessment can either be based directly on the demands within the code if 
these are set based on performance values and include all energy using systems or it can be calculated if the codes are mainly 
set based on prescriptive demands. 

It is important to note that the criteria within each theme are cumulative and increasing in ambition, i.e. that building codes 
that do not meet the criteria in theme one or two are unlikely to meet those in theme four. Likewise, a code that meets all of 
the criteria in theme four is likely to have met all criteria within the previous themes. Only if themes one to four have been 
met to a certain degree will it be possible to have high demands for energy performance and to get a good score in the fifth 
theme. 

Sub-questions 

Once consensus was reached on the both key themes and criteria, the GBPN started to develop a set of sub criteria or 
questions that could be used for assessing each of these fifteen criteria. These questions were designed to investigate in 
further detail all aspects of each of the individual criterion.  In light of the fact that it was not the intention to develop criteria 
leading to one conclusion, in some cases similar sub-questions are used under different criteria as they help to assess that 
criterion.  

The sub-questions were also reviewed by many of the experts, although this group was smaller than the original group of 
sixty-four experts, and many proposals were collected during this process. For some elements this developed into a longer 
dialogue, which slowly improved this part of the research. Based on the development of a general consensus or strong support 
for the key elements of a dynamic energy efficiency building code, the GBPN used the elements as the starting point for the 
development of the comparative new building policy package tool that will be discussed in further detail in the following 
chapter. 

Using the sub questions to rigorously assess the fifteen criteria also assisted the development of a scoring system for 
highlighting the differences between the codes assessed, in order to help the user to identify different best practices. For 
example, one code may have addressed “Technical Requirements” in a very comprehensive manner while another code may 
score well when it comes to a “Holistic Approach”. Some of the sub-questions leave room for further improvements of codes 
while other criteria assess which codes had the highest performance and the rest is shown relative to this.     

Below is an example of the criteria and sub-criteria developed for the first theme, “A Holistic Approach to Buildings”. This 
example outlines the level of detailed consideration that was given to the assessment of each criterion: 

Table 2.  Criterion 1 – Performance Approach 

Performance Approach 

This criterion seeks to determine whether the code has adopted a holistic understanding of buildings in the sense that the 
main requests of the building code are based on total energy performance. This can either be based on a performance 
calculation or a figure based on metered consumption. The energy performance should include the balance and integration 
between different elements in the building and the technical system. Codes were assessed in order to determine whether the 
performance allows and stimulates integrated design or bioclimatic design principles adapted to the actual climate and 
whether it gives priority to passive design of buildings. The use of energy performance values should be mandatory. 

The following questions were used to support the assessment: 

1. Does the code set an overall performance frame for buildings (kWh/m2 per year)? 
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2. Does the code take primary energy use, GHG emissions or peak loads into account? 

3. Does the calculation take passive heating, passive cooling, natural ventilation, natural light and shading or other 
natural elements into account? 

4. Does the code actively encourage integrated or bio-climatic design of buildings? 

5. Does the code have a clear definition of building performance? 

Table 3.  Criterion 2. – Performance Including All Energy 

Performance Including All Energy 

This criterion assesses the energy uses included in the energy performance assessment of buildings as outlined by each code. 
The assessment includes energy used for heating and cooling, for lighting and for installed equipment and appliances. It also 
assesses on delivered or final as well as primary energy. Part of the assessment also focuses specifically on efficiency 
requirements for lighting, dehumidification, hot water, elevators, pumps, fans and transformers. 

The following questions were used to support the assessment: 

1. Do the requirements include most of the energy consumption in a building (i.e. heating, cooling, ventilation and 
dehumidification)? 

2. Does the performance include domestic hot water? 

3. Does the code include lighting requirements? 

4. Does the code include energy consumption such as elevators, appliances, pumps and fans? 

5. Does the code include conversion and transportation losses? 

Table 4.  Criterion 3. – Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy 

Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy 

This point assesses whether the building code encourages or mandates bio-climatic design and/or integrated design to 
optimize the use of passive energy. The focus is to firstly reduce energy use and then to ensure that energy requirements are 
met by indirect/passive energy. The majority of this passive energy should be supplied by local active renewable sources with 
the remainder supplied as efficiently as possible. The assessment also takes into consideration the use of overall lifecycle 
principles in design and implementation. 

The following questions were used to support the assessment: 

1. Does the code significantly reduce energy needs for instance by setting requirements for the buildings efficiency and 
renewable energy? 

2. Does the code require/strongly encourage efficient use of passive heating and passive cooling? 

3. Does the code require/strongly encourage natural ventilation? 

4. Does the code require/encourage daylight use? 

5. Does the code require/encourage shading? 

6. Does the code require/encourage a reduction for energy provided for renewable energy systems? 

7. Does the code include life cycle assessment? 
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DEVELOPING A TOOL FOR MULTI-CRITERIA COMPARISON 

The GBPN recognised the need for a comparative, analytic tool to conduct a comparison of multiple elements of best practice 
in selected buildings codes. An initial desktop study confirmed this lack of tools for the comparative analysis of building 
energy efficiency policies – This was further confirmed by many of the experts involved in this project who also stressed the 
large challenge in comparing building codes between regions and climates. The themes, criteria and sub-questions described 
above form the basis of this tool.  

The tool seeks to allow users to firstly identify best practice elements and secondly to compare the approach adopted by 
different codes in addressing these elements. It is the aim of the tool that it should be possible to compare one or more 
criteria for best practice and help the user to find where good and best practices can be learned in this particular field. The 
interesting thing is not to find one single best practice code or to rate codes from best to worst but to highlight elements of 
best practice to enable those involved in policy making to learn from other good examples in order to develop their existing 
policies towards zero energy. This tool has been developed on the assumption that there is a need for a whole package of 
measures to bring us to the deep path and it assesses how building codes can play a key role in such policies for new 
buildings. The GBPN believes that all codes can be improved particularly when it comes to their practical implementation as 
was highlighted by the tool and many of the involved experts.  

If we are to ensure that today’s state-of-the-art buildings become the norm by 2020, such tools represent an excellent 
opportunity to inform the development of dynamic and ambitious energy efficiency policies that will quickly move the building 
stock towards zero energy and beyond in a relatively short time frame.  

Scoring Principles  

In order to accurately compare best practice dynamic energy efficiency building codes it was necessary to develop a scoring 
system that reflected the true nature of existing policies. As outlined above, the sub-questions for each criterion were used as 
the basis for scoring the codes. Each criterion was assigned a max score of ten points with the ten points distributed amongst 
the sub-criteria depending on the importance of each question. A score of ten was awarded to examples of absolute best 
practice or perfect development in this field. Under some of the criteria none of the codes or policy packages assessed 
achieved the maximum score.  In other criteria such as overall performance or best individual elements, the highest score was 
automatically given to the building code or policy package, which performed best.  See example table below:  

Table 5. Scoring Matrix (Further matrices of each criteria and related scoring can be found in the appendices) 

THEME 1:  HOLISTIC APPROACH SCORE 

Criterion 1: Performance Based Approach   

  Does the code set an overall performance frame for buildings (kWh/m2 per year)? 5 

  Does the code take primary energy use, GHG emissions or peak loads into account? 2 

  
Does the calculation take passive heating, passive cooling, natural ventilation, 
natural light and shading or other natural elements into account? 1 

  Does the code actively encourage integrated or bioclimatic design of buildings? 1 

  Does the code have a clear definition of building performance? 1 

Given the complexity of scoring building codes, a group of energy efficiency experts including members of the initial advisory 
group were asked to review the scoring system and to provide critical feedback in order to ensure that each sub-criterion was 
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appropriately weighted. Once the scoring system was agreed upon, the data collected and inputted into the standardised 
spreadsheet was used to answer the questions asked under each criterion. The codes were then scored based on the existence 
of the relevant information for each criterion. 

A Scoring Committee including multiple GBPN experts and an external consultant was established to work on the scoring of 
each of the codes. This committee approach removed any subjectivity from the scoring process ensuring the impartiality of the 
process. Codes were scored by theme with one theme scored at a time across all codes. This ensured the consistency of scoring 
on each theme. This process was repeated for all of the themes across all codes. Once all of the codes were scored a second 
round of committee meetings were initiated to ensure the consistency of scoring. Finally a workshop looked across all quality 
elements of the scoring by multiple code and criteria comparison. GBPN regional hubs also played an important role in the 
assessment and the scoring process, providing valuable insights into the adoption, implementation and operation of many 
codes, thus objectively validating the scores awarded. The GBPN regional hubs were involved in reviewing the final scores and 
when there was doubt, the local jurisdictions were contacted for further collection of information. 

The scores awarded to each code are illustrated on the GBPN website in the Policy Comparative Tool and can be reviewed by 
all users. Users of website are encouraged to “play” with the tool, selecting and deselecting criteria/elements that are of 
interest to them, comparing the twenty-five codes selected by GBPN based on those criteria.  Based on the score awarded to a 
code under each criterion, segments of an icon will increase and decrease (Please see Figure 1. below). The main aim of the 
tool is to learn from scoring in different disciplines rather than determining which code scores best overall. 

The Policy Comparative Tool allows for feedback on both the scoring and the collected information. It is the aim that this 
transparent process can facilitate continuous learning and improvement of the tool and the data contained therein.  

Figure 1. Image of GBPN Building Code Comparative Tool (2 Criteria Selected) 
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Figure 2. Image of GBPN Building Code Comparative Tool (7 Criteria Selected) 
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APPLICATION OF THE TOOL  

Selection of Best Practice Building Energy Efficiency Codes 

One of the aims of developing the comparative tool was to promote examples of dynamic and ambitious building energy 
efficiency regimes with a particular focus on building energy efficiency codes.  In light of this aim, twenty-five energy 
efficiency codes from across the GBPN regions (China, Europe, India and US) and some examples of codes from jurisdictions 
outside of the GBPN regions were selected. Each code was selected according to their demonstration of elements of best 
practice. They were also selected in order to highlight regional differences in best practices relative to climate etc. All the 
selected codes are among the best in their region and in their level of development. To be selected among the twenty five was 
hence a large achievement in itself.  

Codes were selected following a literature review of current best practice energy efficiency codes from within the regions and 
information from other databases. The GBPN regional hubs, IMT (US), BPIE (Europe) and partners, Shakti (India), and CSEP 
(China) provided considerable support in the selection of codes by reviewing the codes selected following the literature review 
and suggesting additional examples of progressive and dynamic codes from their respective regions. The codes from outside 
the GBPN regions were selected on the basis of the literature review and also through collaboration with international experts.   

The original thirty codes selected were then narrowed to twenty-five as it was decided that similar findings would result from 
a number of these codes. It is anticipated that additional codes will be reviewed in future and it is also intended that the 
scoring of existing codes will be reviewed in light of any improvements or updates to the code. The codes selected are listed 
below and have been grouped according to the region: 

Table 6. – Selected Best Practice Energy Efficiency Codes 

Europe United States India China Rest of the 
World 

Austria California India (Energy 
Conservation 
Building 
Code) 

China – (Hot Summer/ Warm 
Winter Zones) 

New South 
Wales 

Denmark City of Austin  China – Public Buildings, All 
Zones 

Ontario 

England & Wales Maryland  China - Severe Cold and Cold 
Zones 

Singapore 

Finland Massachusetts    

France NYC    

Germany Oregon    

Ireland Seattle    

Lithuania     

Netherlands     
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Spain     

Sweden     

Given the global nature of this study, it was clear from the literature review that a number of local or regional factors can 
affect the status of the code and that codes and supporting measures need to be adapted and developed with respect to the 
local context. These factors include financial and technical development, political structures and cultural norms. Despite these 
local factors, some dynamic core elements of a best practice energy efficiency codes remain useful and replicable across 
regions. Regions and jurisdictions with less experience in the development of codes in particular can learn from jurisdictions 
with a long history of developing codes and supporting measures, but all codes can be improved. 

Climate Comparison 

The wide geographical spread of the codes included in this comparative analysis necessitated that climatic conditions were 
taken into consideration. A simplified climate model was developed by the GBPN based on heating and cooling requirements. 
Given the complex nature of comparing codes in relation to climate, the climate methodology is still underdevelopment and 
will be discussed further in the Laboratory section on the GBPN website - Positive Energy Buildings. Further information on the 
model currently used to compare codes can be found in the appendix of this report as well as on the website. 
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DATA COLLECTION 

Following the development of the assessment criteria and the identification of twenty-five best practice codes, the research 
identified relevant information necessary for assessing and comparing current practices in the countries and regions of interest 
against the criteria. The information reviewed included official building code documentation from each jurisdiction, supporting 
regional, national and international legislation, policy packages and relevant documents. Information was collected about each 
of the codes and entered into a standardised spreadsheet so that the same basis for comparison existed for each of the codes. 
Information included in the spreadsheet included general background information, coverage of the code, the type of code, 
performance values, enforcement etc. 

Where information gaps in literature existed, a questionnaire containing approximately twenty-five technical questions was 
compiled and sent to country experts and programme implementers to obtain up-to-date and detailed information necessary 
for the assessment. The response rate to the country specific questionnaires was good with responses from twenty-one of the 
twenty-five code experts. In some cases interviews were set up with local code experts to discuss elements in further details. 

All of the data included in this tool will be available as open linked data on the GBPN website and experts will be encouraged 
to continue to collaborate on this project on an on-going basis. This way the launch of the tool will not be the end but the 
start to a collaborative and learning process with the aim of constantly sharing and comparing details of the most advanced 
building energy efficiency regimes. 
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CONCLUSION 

The interactive “Policy Comparative Tool” is an innovative tool that clearly outlines the mechanisms behind dynamic building 
codes and policies. The tool facilitates the comparison and analyses of best practice energy efficiency codes to enable those 
involved in policy making to move the building stock towards zero energy based on an individual selection of criteria.  

The codes reviewed outlined many best practices, but one of the main findings of this research has been that there is no one 
perfect code and there is still much work to be done in order to move the building stock towards zero energy in less than ten 
years from now.  It is important to note that progress can be made in all areas, particularly with regard to enforcement of the 
codes. The need for more onsite construction inspections, post-occupancy energy verification, inspector training and 
compliance statistics was highlighted. In many cases renewable energy requirements and zero energy targets are either 
lacking stringency or are non existent, something that needs to be addressed if new codes and policies are to significantly 
reduce building related CO2 emissions. The “Policy Comparative Tool” can be used to facilitate this progress by assisting those 
involved in policy development to find best practice solutions from across the regions. The tool demonstrates that there can be 
multiple solutions to a problem, allowing people to search for solutions that are best suited to their individual jurisdiction. 

This paper is part of a series of papers on the “Policy Comparative Tool”. Other papers in this series will focus on results of the 
tool and on the climate methodology developed. Both papers will soon be available on the GBPN website. 
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APPENDIX ONE – FIFTEEN CRITERIA 

Theme 1. Holistic Approach 
This theme has three criteria that assess the holistic nature of building codes including their total performance with regard to 
end use, primary energy and GHG emissions. The assessments consider whether a performance-based approach has been 
adopted, taking into consideration how much energy is included and whether integrated or bio-climatic design forms the basis 
for the energy efficiency code. 
 
Performance Approach 
This criterion seeks to determine whether the code has adopted a holistic understanding of buildings in the sense that the 
main requests of the building code are based on total energy performance. This can either be based on a performance 
calculation or a figure based on metered consumption. The energy performance should include the balance and integration 
between different elements in the building and the technical system. Codes were assessed in order to determine whether the 
performance allows and stimulates integrated design or bioclimatic design principles adapted to the actual climate and 
whether it gives priority to passive design of buildings. The use of energy performance values should be mandatory. 
The following questions were used to support the assessment: 

• Does the code set an overall performance frame for buildings (kWh/m2 per year)? 
• Does the code take primary energy use, GHG emissions or peak loads into account? 
• Does the calculation take passive heating, passive cooling, natural ventilation, natural light and shading or other 

natural elements into account? 
• Does the code actively encourage integrated or bio-climatic design of buildings? 
• Does the code have a clear definition of building performance? 

 
Performance Including All Energy 
This criterion assesses the energy uses included in the energy performance assessment of buildings as outlined by each code. 
The assessment includes energy used for heating and cooling, for lighting and for installed equipment and appliances. It also 
assesses on delivered or final as well as primary energy. Part of the assessment also focuses specifically on efficiency 
requirements for lighting, dehumidification, hot water, elevators, pumps, fans and transformers. 
 
The following questions were used to support the assessment: 

• Do the requirements include most of the energy consumption in a building (i.e. heating, cooling, ventilation and 
dehumidification)? 

• Does the performance include domestic hot water? 
• Does the code include lighting requirements? 
• Does the code include energy consumption such as elevators, appliances, pumps and fans? 
• Does the code include conversion and transportation losses? 

 
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy 
This point assess whether the building code encourages or mandates bio-climatic design and/or integrated design to optimize 
the use of passive energy. The focus is to firstly reduce energy use and then to ensure that energy requirements are met by 
indirect/passive energy. The majority of this passive energy should be supplied by local active renewable sources with the 
remainder supplied as efficiently as possible. The assessment also takes into consideration the use of overall lifecycle 
principles in design and implementation. 
 
The following questions were used to support the assessment: 

• Does the code significantly reduce energy needs for instance by setting requirements for the buildings efficiency and 
renewable energy? 

• Does the code require/strongly encourage efficient use of passive heating and passive cooling? 
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• Does the code require/strongly encourage natural ventilation? 
• Does the code require/encourage daylight use? 
• Does the code require/encourage shading? 
• Does the code require/encourage a reduction for energy provided for renewable energy systems? 
• Does the code include life cycle assessment? 

 
Theme 2. Dynamic Process 
This theme has 3 criteria that assess the dynamic elements of the code in terms of regular updates cycles. It assesses past 
revisions of the code as well as future targets and zero energy goals. The scoring further assesses how codes encourage the 
implementation of levels beyond code, driving innovation and increasing efficiency of building beyond the bare minimum. 
 
Zero Energy Target 
This criterion assesses whether a realistic target for having zero energy buildings as standard by a certain date has been set 
and whether an appropriate roadmap for achieving this has been outlined. The assessment also considers how much of the 
consumption is included in this definition. A target of this type is often set outside the code itself and should be adopted and 
strongly mandated. This assessment will have regard to such supporting regulations or agreements. 
 
The following questions were used to support the assessment: 

• Has the path to ZEB performance/compliance been clearly set out for the future? 
• Are there binding targets based on a roadmap that are achievable, realistic and relevant to the country/region and 

state of the market? Are there aspirational targets for revisions towards zero energy? 
• How quickly will a target for reaching net zero energy buildings be achieved (for instance by 2020 or 2030 been set)? 

Is this realistic given the actual state? 
• Are all end uses included in this target? 

 
Revision Cycles 
This criterion seeks to assess whether there is a clear and well-documented process for ensuring regular updates of the energy 
requirements in building code. The clearer this process is mandated the better. It is also an advantage if goals or targets have 
been clearly defined as part of the process, such as aspirational targets. The code are further assessed based on how the 
process involves and informs important stakeholders at an early stage, with this being critical to the use and acceptance of 
codes. 
 
The following questions were used to support the assessment: 

• Does the code have regular and frequent revision cycles (max 3-5 years)? Has this process been followed in the past? 
• Are key stakeholders involved in the development of new requirements? Is the development of the code followed by 

training activities? 
• Does the code adoption take life cycle assessment into account? Are the requirements supporting a dynamic and 

ambitious development of codes by including economic rational and other benefits? 
• Does the code or legislation have aspirational targets for the future revisions that have already been defined? Are 

targets clearly set out and well defined at least 2-3 years in advance? 
 
Levels Beyond Minimum 
Building codes set requirement for performance/maximum energy use. Codes or other policies should however strongly 
encourage design to go beyond these minimum requirements in building codes to prepare for future code revisions and their 
increased requirements. This criterion assesses whether the building code has included elements that encourage the 
construction of buildings beyond the minimum standard. This can include labelling or certification systems that include well-
defined classes that exceed the minimum standard for energy efficiency. Classes that exceed current minimum standards 
should be supported by incentives and policies such as certification of buildings. Successful systems should document the 
possibility to go beyond the minimum standard. 
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The following questions were used to support the assessment: 
• Does the code and complementing policies encourage buildings to go beyond minimum requirements? 
• Is this well documented for instance by certification schemes introducing well defined classes "above standard 

level"? 
• Can the code 'stretch' or 'reach' beyond minimum requirements and reward buildings that achieve significant savings 

on standard design? Does the code have low energy classes i.e. the code -20%, - 30% or - 50%? 
• Are there any special requirements for public buildings to pave the way for the rest of the market and to demonstrate 

best practices and BAT measures? 
 
 
Theme 3. Implementation 
This theme has three criteria to assess the actual implementation of codes. The theme assesses the actual enforcement 
system, the use of mandatory certification and the use of policies to support codes and their future development.  
 
Good Enforcement 
This criterion assesses the robustness of structures in place to ensuring enforcement of the code and the compliance of 
individual buildings with the code. The assessment checks if systems ensure compliance through third party inspection or at a 
local authority level and how robust these systems are. It also considers how strongly this is enforced and whether there are 
penalties involved in the system. Furthermore, the criterion assesses whether compliance is checked during the design phase, 
after construction or both. A good enforcement system should include robust documentation and regular evaluation of the 
system itself. 
 
The following questions were used to support the assessment: 

• Is the code clearly mandatory rather than voluntary or semi-voluntary? 
• Is there a clearly defined and robust control and verification system for assessing compliance? Does this necessitate 

on-site inspections during and after the construction process and is post-occupancy control included? 
• Does the code require post occupancy energy verification? 
• Are strong penalties for lack of compliance frequently enforced? 
• Are surveys independently conducted on compliance rates and do they demonstrate a high rate of compliance? 
• Are there adequate provisions for training of inspectors and is their work quality controlled? 

 
Certification 
Certification systems can be used to ensure code compliance, to support levels that go beyond the minimum and to inform on 
the actual levels of energy efficiency. This criterion assesses certification systems that support energy efficiency in the building 
codes. Certification can be used to provide information on performance and disclosure levels. 
 
The following questions were used to support the assessment: 

• Is building energy efficiency certification mandatory in all new buildings? 
• Is it a positive label for a defined energy efficiency level that goes beyond the minimum? 
• Will the result of assessment influence final compliance approval? 
• Is the certification system robust and well integrated in the process? 

 
Policy Packages 
Energy requirements for new buildings are most effective if they work together with other policies. Building codes that are 
well integrated within a comprehensive strategy are able to lead to larger savings and help to drive innovation. Other policy 
instruments can include finance, information, training, demonstration projects or public procurement policies. These can help 
to shift the market and to develop new and more effective solutions. This criterion seeks to determine the existence of 
supporting policy packages and the quality of these packages. 
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The following questions were used to support the assessment: 
• Is there a system of rating or labelling for major building components? 
• Are there any special incentives or requirements for public buildings to pave the way for the rest of the market? 
• Does the code link to and support stricter standards such as green buildings, passive houses, integrated design or bio-

climatic design. 
• Are there supporting measures, which increase energy efficiency and or allow minimum requirement levels to be 

exceeded (e.g. reduced property tax, higher incentive, better loan conditions, grants etc.)? 
• Are there education systems to ensure capacity in all parts of the construction sector? 

 
 
Theme 4. Technical Requirements 
This theme includes three criteria for the assessment of individual building parts, the technical systems as well as the 
demands for use of renewable energy. Demands for energy performance of the different parts can either be set prescriptively 
as a set of individual values or as part of performance value, which ensures a high level for each of these elements. Codes with 
passive requirements, overall energy demands and overall performance can be an alternative way to fulfil these prescriptive 
demands as they are set successively harder and ensure similar requirements for each part. 
 
Building Shell 
This criterion assesses the requirements for building parts and the impact of these requirements on the building shell. Energy 
performance of specific building parts assessed will include low u-values for most important parts of the building and the 
thermal bridging requirements. Window requirements are assessed in order to determine whether they address over heating (G 
values), daylight supply and shading. Values can be set either prescriptively or in a more holistic way. Results are climate 
corrected by a simple set of factors. 

• The following questions were used to support the assessment: 
• Does the building code stipulate low maximum u-values for the most important building parts (at least walls, floors, 

roofs windows/skylights and doors)? 
• Does the code stipulate low maximum psi-values or is thermal bridging included in the building envelope 

calculation? 
• Are the u-values established relevant to the climate? 
• Does the code require a strict level of air-tightness including testing? 

 
Technical Systems 
This criterion assesses the energy requirements for HVAC systems, lighting and other technical elements of the building. The 
individual parts of the HVAC systems are assessed individually and also as part of the overall system efficiency. This includes 
the use of automatic control systems and airtightness requirements. Assessment also takes into account regulations that 
favour passive energy systems where they can fully substitute active systems. 
 
The following questions were used to support the assessment: 

• Does the code require efficient and well-designed HVAC systems? 
• Does the code require overall efficiency testing of technical systems? Does this include pressure testing of ducting 

systems when needed? 
• Does the code include airtightness requirements? 
• Does the code require heat recovery systems to be implemented when possible? 
• Is commissioning a requirement of the code? 
• Doe the requirements address efficiency of lighting installations? 
• Does the code require minimum efficiency levels for domestic hot water? 
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Renewable Energy Systems 
This criterion considers separate requirements for active renewable energy systems. Requests for active systems should be 
combined with encouragement of passive elements for heating, cooling, ventilation and day lighting. The assessment focuses 
on specific requests to supply the resting energy demands based on renewable energy systems. This can include solar systems 
for hot water, demands for PV systems, geothermal or the use of heat pumps. Requirements can be based on a holistic basis as 
part of overall performance if this ensures that the full or at least the remaining energy use is made by renewable energy 
sources. 
 
The following questions were used to support the assessment: 

• Does the code have separate requirements for use of active renewable energy? Does the total performance include 
active renewables? 

• Does the code include all types of buildings? 
• Are the demands stringent (highest demand will get three points)? 

 
 
Theme 5. Overall Performance 
This theme seeks to assess the total performance of the building code taking end use, primary energy and GHG emissions into 
consideration. The assessment can either be based directly on the demands in the code if these are set based on performance 
values and including all parts of the energy use or it can be calculated if the codes are mainly set based on prescriptive 
demands or a reference building calculation. 
 
On-Site Energy 
This criterion includes a general assessment of the maximal end use of energy in the building energy efficiency code. The 
assessment can either be based directly on the demands in the code if these are set based on performance values and 
including most parts of the energy use or it can be based on a calculated value if the codes are mainly set based on 
prescriptive demands or only cover parts of the overall consumption. Data is corrected for climate in a way that takes the 
differences in feasibilities in the different climates into account. 
 
The following questions were used to support the assessment: 

• Does the code set an overall energy performance frame for buildings? 
• Does the code prescribe mandatory computer modelling in order to ascertain the expected performance of a 

building? 
• How high is the maximal energy end use (kWh/m2 or Btu/ft2 per year)? 

 
Primary Energy 
This criterion assesses the total performance of the building code in primary energy. The assessment can be based directly on 
the demands in the code if these are set based on final energy use performance values and including most all parts buildings 
primary energy use. Where energy demands are prescriptive or exclude major building energy use, final values will be 
calculated. Data is corrected for differences in climates based on a model, which also address differences in cost efficiency for 
energy saving measures. 
 
The following questions were used to support the assessment: 

• Does the code set an overall performance frame for buildings? 
• Is this based on primary energy use? 
• Does the code prescribe mandatory computer modelling in order to ascertain the expected performance of a 

building? 
• How high is the primary energy end use (kWh/m2 or Btu/ft2 per year)? 
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GHG Emissions 
This criterion assesses the demands on environmental performance (GHG emission) of the building energy efficiency code. This 
assessment is based directly on the demands for GHG emission in the energy efficiency code and includes all parts of the 
building related energy use. If these are set based on energy performance values, with clear criteria’s for GHG emission it can 
be based on a calculated value taking into account all above elements. Data is corrected for differences in climates based on a 
model, which also address differences in cost efficiency for energy saving measures. 
 
The following questions were used to support the assessment: 

• Does the code set an overall performance frame for buildings (kWh/m2 per year)? 
• Does the code have a maximal energy performance and does it take GHG emission factors into account? 
• How high is the maximal GHG emissions energy (tons/m2 per year)? 
• Does the code take life cycle analysis into account? 
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APPENDIX TWO – SCORING MATRICES 

 
THEME 1:  HOLISTIC APPROACH SCORE 

Criterion 1: Performance Based Approach   

  Does the code set an overall performance frame for buildings (kWh/m2 per year)? 5 

  Does the code take primary energy use, GHG emissions or peak loads into account? 2 

  
Does the calculation take passive heating, passive cooling, natural ventilation, natural light 
and shading or other natural elements into account? 1 

  Does the code actively encourage integrated or bioclimatic design of buildings? 1 

  Does the code have a clear definition of building performance? 1 

 
THEME 1: HOLISTIC APPROACH SCORE 

Criterion 2: Performance to include all energy   

  
Do the requirements include most of the energy consumption in a building (i.e. heating 
cooling, ventilation and dehumidification)? 2 

  Does the performance include domestic hot water? 2 

  Do the requirements include lighting requirements? 2 

  Does the code include energy consumption such as elevators, appliances and pumps and fans? 2 

  Does the code include conversion and transportation losses? 2 

 
THEME 1: HOLISTIC APPROACH SCORE 

Criterion 3: High energy performance and use of passive/active renewable energy   

  
Does the code significantly reduce energy needs for instance by setting requirements for the 
buildings efficiency and renewable energy? 0 

  
Does the code require/strongly encourage efficient use of passive heating and passive 
cooling? 2 

  Does the code require/strongly encourage natural ventilation? 2 

  Does the code require/encourage for daylight use? 2 

  Does the code require/encourage for shading? 2 

 
Does the energy performance require/encourage a reduction for energy provided by renewable 
energy systems? 2 

 Does the code include Life Cycle Assessment? 0 
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THEME 2: DYNAMIC CODES SCORE 

Criterion 4: Zero Energy Target for the Future   

  Has the path to ZEB performance/compliance been clearly set out for the future? 3 

  

Are there binding targets based on a roadmap, which are achievable, realistic and relevant to 
the country/region and state of the market? Are there aspirational targets for revisions 
towards zero energy? 2 

  
How quickly will a target for reaching net zero energy buildings be achieved (for instance by 
2020 or 2030 been set)? Is this realistic given the actual state? 3 

  Are all end uses included in this target? 2 

 
THEME 2: DYNAMIC CODES SCORE 

Criterion 5: Regular and Frequent Revision Cycles   

  
Does the code have regular and frequent revision cycles (max 3-5 years)? Has this process 
been  followed in the past? 4 

  
Are key stakeholders involved in the development of new requirements? Is the development 
of the code followed by training activities? 2 

  

Does code adoption take life cycle assessment into account? Are the requirements supporting 
a dynamic and ambitious development of codes by including economic rational and other 
benefits? 2 

  

Does the code or other legislation have aspirational targets for the future revisions that have 
already been defined? Are targets clearly set out and well defined at least 2- 3 years in 
advance? 2 

 
THEME 2: DYNAMIC CODES SCORE 

Criterion 6: Levels or encouragement to go beyond minimum standard   

  
Does the code and complementing policies encourage buildings to go beyond minimum 
requirements? 4 

  
Is this well documented for instance by certification schemes introducing well defined classes 
“above standard level”? 2 

  

Can the code ‘stretch’ or ‘reach’ beyond minimum requirements and reward buildings that 
achieve significant savings on standard design? Does the code have low energy classes, Code -
20%, -30% or -50 %? 2 

  
Are there any special requirements for public buildings to pave the way for the rest of the 
market and to demonstrate best practices and BAT measures? 2 
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THEME 3: IMPLEMENTATION SCORE 

Criterion 7: Good Enforcement   

  Is the code clearly mandatory rather than voluntary or semi-voluntary? 0 

  

Is there a clearly defined and robust control and verification system for assessing compliance? 
Does this necessitate onsite inspections during and after the construction process and is post-
occupancy control included? 2 

  Does the code require post occupancy energy verification? 2 

  Are strong penalties for lack of compliance frequently enforced? 1 

  
Are surveys independently conducted on compliance rates and do they demonstrate a high 
rate of compliance? 3 

 Are there adequate provisions for training of inspectors and is their work quality controlled? 1 

 
THEME 3: IMPLEMENTATION SCORE 

Criterion 8: Certification to support codes   

  Is building energy efficiency certification mandatory in all new buildings? 4 

  Is it a positive labelling for a defined level of building going beyond the minimum? 2 

  Will the result of assessment influence final compliance approval? 3 

  Is the certification system robust and well integrated in the process? 1 

 
THEME 3: IMPLEMENTATION SCORE 

Criterion 9: Policy packages supporting codes   

  Is there a system of rating or labelling for major building components? 2 

  
Are there any special incentives or requirements for public buildings to pave the way for the 
rest of the market? 2 

  
Does the code link to and support stricter standards such as green buildings, passive houses, 
integrated design or bio-climatic design. 2 

  

Are there supporting measures, which increase energy efficiency and or allow minimum 
requirement levels to be exceeded? (E.g. reduced property tax, higher incentive, better loan 
conditions, grants, etc.) 2 

  Are there education systems to ensure capacity in all parts of the construction sector? 2 
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THEME 4: TECHNICAL/INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS SCORE 

Criterion 10: Energy demands on building shell   

  
Does the building code stipulate low maximum u-values for the most important building parts 
(at least walls, floors, roofs, windows/skylights and doors) 4 

  
Does the code stipulate low maximum psi-values or is thermal bridging included in the 
building envelope calculation? 2 

  Are the u-values established relevant to the climate? 2 

  Does the code require a strict level of air-tightness including testing? 2 

 
THEME 4: TECHNICAL/INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS SCORE 

Criterion 11: Technical systems   

  Does the code require efficient and well-designed HVAC systems? 2 

  
Does the code require overall efficiency testing of technical systems? Does this include 
pressure testing of ducting systems when needed? 2 

  Is commissioning a requirement of the code? 1 

  Does the code include airtightness requirements? 1 

 Does the code require heat recovery systems to be implemented when possible? 2 

 Do the requirements address efficiency of lighting installations? 1 

 Does the code require minimum efficiency levels of domestic hot water? 1 

 
THEME 4: TECHNICAL/INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS SCORE 

Criterion 12: Renewable energy systems   

  
Does the code have separate requirements for use of active renewable energy? Does the total 
performance include active renewable? 5 

  Does this include all types of buildings? 2 

  Are the demands stringent (highest demand will get three points (3,2,1,and 0))? 3 

 
THEME 5:  OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF THE CODE SCORE 

Criterion 13: Overall performance/on-site (low and getting lower)   

  Does the code set an overall energy performance frame for buildings?  

  
Does the code prescribe mandatory computer modelling in order to ascertain the expected 
performance of a building?  

  How high is the maximal energy end use (kWh/m2 or Btu/ft2 per year)?  
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THEME 5:  OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF THE CODE SCORE 

Criterion 14: Overall performance/primary energy (low and getting lower)   

  Does the code set an overall energy performance frame for buildings?  

  Is the code based on primary energy use?  

  
Does the code prescribe mandatory computer modelling in order to ascertain the expected 
performance of a building?  

 

How high is the maximal energy primary energy end use (kWh/m2 or Btu/ft2 per year)? How 

high is the maximal energy primary energy end use (kWh/m2 or Btu/ft2 per year)  

 
THEME 5:  OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF THE CODE SCORE 

Criterion 15: Overall performance/GHG emissions (low and getting lower)   

  
Does the code set an overall environmental performance frame for buildings (kWh/m2 per 
year)?  

  
Does the code have a maximal energy performance and take GHG emission factors into 
account?  

  How high is the maximal GHG emission energy (tons/m2 per year)?  

 Does the code take LCA into account?  
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APPENDIX THREE – CLIMATE COMPARISON 

The climate model contains four climate zones defined as follows: 
Heating Based Climate: HDD ≥ 2 × CDD 
Cooling Based Climate: CDD ≥ 2 × HDD 
Mixed Climate: HDD/2 < CDD < 2 × HDD 
Warm and Humid: As defined in the regional or national codes  
 
Codes were arranged in the model as follows: 

Table 3.0 Climate Model 

Heating Based Cooling Based Mixed Hot & Humid 
Austria City of Austin NSW - BASIX Singapore 

 

China - (Hot 
Summer/Warm 
Winter) 

China Public (All of 
china) 

 China - (Severe 
Cold/Cold)  India - ECBC  California   
Denmark       
Ireland       
Finland       
France       
Germany       
Lithuania        
Maryland       
Massachusetts       
Netherlands       
NYC       
Oregon       
Ontario       
Spain       
Seattle       
Sweden       
England &Wales       

 
Baseline data on the average heating degree days (HDD) and cooling degree days (CDD) for a number of cities in each of the 
building code jurisdictions was collected. Where there were multiple climates within a jurisdiction, cities were chosen from the 
most densely populated areas in the jurisdiction or region. The averages were calculated over a five-year period with a base 
temperature of 18 degrees Celsius for the calculation of both HDD and CDD2. The average values for each of the cities were 
combined to create a jurisdictional average. An average of the combined HDD and CDD was also calculated for each 
jurisdiction or for individual locations inside this jurisdiction allowing for comparison of codes also across different climate 
types. The building codes were then divided into the three climate zones based on the jurisdictional average. Consideration 
was also been given to humidity levels. 

                                                             
 
2Bizee Degree Day software (www.degreedays.net) was used for this calculation 
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